FULL OVERLAY

Available: Crestwood, Designer, Alectra

The door styles shown on these three pages are available in Full Overlay, which is our most popular styling option. With Full Overlay styling, doors and drawer fronts are sized to cover most of the cabinet face, leaving minimal space between adjacent doors.

Homestead Panel
Shown in Maple, Graphite Paint with Rub-Thru
A•C•H•L•M•O•P•Q

Arcadia Panel
Shown in Cherry, Mocha
A•C•H•L•M•O•P•Q

Hampton Panel
Shown in Paintable, Tea Green Paint
A•C•H•L•M•O•P

Kendall Panel
Shown in Paintable, Storm Grey Paint
A•C•H•L•M•O•P•Q

Chroma
Shown in White Paint
Available in all paint colors

A = Knotty Alder, C = Cherry/Rustic Cherry, H = Hickory, L = Lyspus, M = Maple, O = Red Oak, P = Paintable, Q = Quarter-Sawn Red Oak

Hickory and Red Oak wood species are not available for Alectra cabinetry. Country Traditions, Heirloom and Patina finishes are available for Designer and Alectra only.
Full Overlay styling creates a sleek, integrated look because the design of the door is not interrupted between cabinets. The design emphasis is completely focused on the details of the door style because the door and drawer front cover the entire face of the cabinet. This is Dura Supreme’s most expansive collection of door styles that complements every décor and includes our popular mitered doors.
FULL OVERLAY cont.

With Full Overlay styling, hinges open 110° for full access to the cabinet interior and are fully adjustable for easy alignment of doors. A “soft-close” mechanism, which cushions the door so that it closes softly (and cannot be slammed), is standard for Designer and Alectra, and optional for Crestwood cabinetry.
CRESTWOOD INSET

The timeless appeal of inset cabinetry is available for Crestwood with a select number of door styles. A classic and simple “non-beaded” frame is available with both decorative and concealed hinge options.
DESIGNER INSET

Inset cabinetry is crafted by hand-fitting the door and drawer front within the face frame of the cabinet. It is available with a traditional “beaded” frame or with a more streamlined “non-beaded” frame. Inset cabinetry is a popular and distinctive look inspired by early American furniture makers and offers an authentic, hand-crafted look with timeless appeal.

A = Knotty Alder, C = Cherry/Rustic Cherry, H = Hickory, L = Lyptus, M = Maple, O = Red Oak, P = Paintable, Q = Quarter-Sawn Red Oak

*Beaded frame  **Non-beaded frame
Two inset hinge options are available, each with their own distinctive look. A traditional, decorative hinge is available in a variety of finish colors to blend with the hardware (knobs or pulls) you choose for your cabinetry. A concealed hinge with a soft-close feature is also available, to create a more modern look.
OVERLAY

Available: Crestwood, Designer

Overlay styling is designed to show more of the cabinet frame between doors and drawer fronts and includes traditional door styles at a slightly lower cost. Hinges open 105° and a soft-close feature is included on Designer and optional for Crestwood cabinetry.

Santa Fe Panel
Shown in Knotty Alder, Natural
A=C+L+P+Q+T+Q

Oxford Panel
Shown in Red Oak, Butternut
A=C+L+P+Q+T+Q

Manchester Panel
Shown in Knotty Alder, Sage
A+C+L+M+O+P+T+Q

Oxford Classic
Shown in Maple, White Paint with Espresso Glaze
A+C+L+M+O+P+Q

Manchester Classic
Shown in Cherry, Wheat
A+C+L+M+O+P+Q

THERMOFOIL

Available: Crestwood, Alectra

Thermofoil doors offer the look of paint, but with the value of a “foil” laminated finish. Our Thermofoil doors are available in sleek slab styles as well as traditional raised and flat panel styles.

Sonata
THERMOFOIL
Shown in White

Naples
THERMOFOIL
Shown in White

Integra
THERMOFOIL
Shown in Antique White

Hanover
THERMOFOIL
Shown in White

Bainbridge
THERMOFOIL
Shown in White

Summit
Shown in Cherry, Cinnamon
C+M+O

A = Knotty Alder, C = Cherry/Rustic Cherry, H = Hickory, L = Lyptus, M = Maple, O = Red Oak, P = Paintable, Q = Quarter-Sawn Red Oak
CONTEMPORARY STYLING

Available: Alectra

The door styles shown below are a small sampling of our Contemporary door style collection available for Alectra Cabinetry. For the full offering, please see our Contemporary Styling brochure and contact your Dura Supreme dealer for samples.

Urbana - Vertical
TEXTURED FOIL
Shown in Sea Salt

Icon - Horizontal
TEXTURED FOIL
Shown in Twig

Capri
WOOD GRAIN FOIL
Shown in Toffee

Palo
WOOD GRAIN FOIL
Shown in Mink

Tribeca
SOLID GLOSS FOIL
Shown in Ruby

Soho - Horizontal
PATTERN GLOSS FOIL
Shown in Macchiato

Talia - Vertical
WIRED GLOSS FOIL
Shown in Wired Bronze

Moda - Vertical
VENEER
Shown in Maple, Natural

Moxie - Vertical
VENEER
Shown in Cherry, Peppercorn

Ava
ACRYLIC
Shown in Grey

Metro - Horizontal
EXOTIC VENEER
Shown in Bamboo

Moderne - Vertical
EXOTIC VENEER
Shown in Zebrwood

Stainless Steel Panel

*Aluminum Frame - Style 1
Shown with Satin Glass

*Aluminum Frame - Style 3
Shown with Satin Glass

*Aluminum Frame Doors are available with a variety of decorative insert options and a choice of finishes.
MULLIONS

Available: Crestwood, Designer, Alectra

Glass doors with mullions create an attractive showcase for your favorite plateware and glassware. Our unique mullion patterns create a distinctive focal point in your kitchen whether you select two doors or an entire row of cabinets with mullions.
LEADED GLASS

Available: Crestwood, Designer, Alectra

Our leaded glass designs create a stunning accent within your Dura Supreme kitchen. A variety of decorative glass options are available along with optional finishes for the metal caming.

Leaded Glass Doors: Shown above with clear glass and standard lead caming.
Dura Supreme offers a beautiful palette of hand-rubbed, stained finishes that enhance the natural character and grain of the wood species. Our finish artisans meticulously sand the entire surface and profiles of the door so that the stain is absorbed evenly. The stain is then applied over the surface and wiped by hand so that it develops a beautiful, transparent color that fully showcases the grain and character of the wood. Our durable catalyzed conversion varnish sealer and topcoat protect the finish and create a soft luster with a smooth, silky feel.
IMPORTANT: Accuracy of finish colors is subject to printing limitations and will not match actual product. Final finish selections should always be made from a door sample and/or display.

*Hickory and Red Oak wood species are not available for Alectra cabinetry.
GLAZE

STAIN/GLAZE & STAIN/ACCENT FINISHES

Glaze is a semi-transparent color that is applied over the stain for added depth and dimension. Along profiles and corners, the glaze highlights and accentuates the details of the door. Glaze is an artistic, hand-applied finish technique that will exhibit subtle and unique variations. Dura Supreme offers two types of glazes; a full-coverage glaze which is sprayed over the entire surface and tints the base stain color, and an “Accent” glaze that is applied only along profiles and edges.
PAINT FINISHES

Our popular painted finishes are selected for their crisp, classic styling and their rich, depth of color. They are used throughout entire kitchens and often as accent colors on an island or cook center. Dura Supreme offers an attractive palette of fashionable and classic colors. Custom colors are also available (in Designer and Alectra cabinetry) to perfectly match any shade.
PAINT/ACCENT FINISHES

Accent glaze is applied to the door only along profiles and edges where it is intended to be visible, to accent the details of the door. The base paint color is not affected. Accent glaze is an artistic, hand-applied finish technique that will exhibit subtle and unique variations.
PAINT/GLAZE FINISHES

Glaze is applied over the paint to create a subtle wash of color that creates a brush-stroked look and tints the base paint color. Along profiles and corners, the glaze highlights and accentuates the details of the door. With our “Rub-Thru” finishes, the paint is sanded along the edges to create a time-worn, antiqued look. These finishes employ artistic, hand-applied finish techniques that exhibit subtle and unique variations.

**Types of Paint and Glaze Combinations**

- **Glaze**
  - Classic White/Platinum
  - White/Platinum
  - White/Espresso
  - Antique White/Espresso
  - Zinc/Shadow
  - Tea Green/Espresso
  - Salsa Red/Coffee

- **Rub-Thru**

Rub-Thru is an option and can be added to any painted finish to create a time-worn look.
COUNTRY TRADITIONS

Available: Designer, Alectra

This finish collection is designed to look like a family heirloom with layers of color and hand-detailing. Corners are softened and the surface is distressed and wormholed to create a time-worn appearance. A stain color is applied before the paint, and then corners and edges are rubbed to reveal the underlying stain color. This artistic finish application will exhibit unique, subtle variations.
HEIRLOOM/HEAVY HEIRLOOM

This collection of stain/glaze finishes is hand-detailed to create an “antiqued” appearance with beautiful dimension and depth. Doors and drawers are distressed and detailed to create a time-worn appearance. Heavy Heirloom finishes are chiseled and rasped to create a more rustic appearance. This is an artistic, hand-detailed finish that will exhibit unique, subtle variations.
PATINA/HEAVY PATINA

This collection is hand-detailed to create an “antiqued” appearance with beautiful dimension and depth. Doors and drawers are distressed, glazed and detailed, and corners are “shaded” to create a time-worn appearance. Heavy Patina finishes are chiseled and rasped to create a more rustic appearance. This is an artistic, hand-detailed finish that will exhibit unique, subtle variations.